This paper describes our sentiment classification system submitted to SemEval-2015 Task 10. In the message-level polarity classification subtask, we obtain the highest macroaveraged F1-scores on three out of six testing sets. Specifically, we build a two-stage classifier to predict the sentiment labels for tweets, which enables us to design different features for subjective/objective classification and positive/negative classification. In addition to n-grams, lexicons, word clusters, and twitter-specific features, we develop several deep learning methods to automatically extract features for the message-level sentiment classification task. Moreover, we propose a polarity boosting trick which improves the performance of our system.
Introduction
In the task 10 of SemEval-2015, submitted systems are required to categorize tweets to positive, negative, and neutral classes (Rosenthal et al., 2015) . There are six testing sets in SemEval-2015 . Four of them are tweets: Twitter13, Twitter14, Twitter14Sarcasm, and Twitter15. The TwitterSarcasm14 consists of the tweets which express sarcasm. In order to evaluate the performance on out-of-domain data, the other two datasets are LiveJournal14 and SMS13 that are from web blogs and SMS messages respectively. The details of these datasets are described in (Nakov et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . * Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research.
We utilize both basic features and deep learning features in our system. Deep learning is used to automatically learn representations, which has achieved some promising results on sentiment analysis (Kim, 2014; Socher et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2014) . In order to design more flexible features, we use a two-stage classification framework which conducts subjective/objective (sub/obj) classification and positive/negative (pos/neg) classification. In addition, we introduce a polarity boosting trick that can utilize pos/neg training data to improve classifying tweets to sub/obj. With the help of these features and methods, our system achieves the best results on three out of six datasets among 40 teams in SemEval-2015. We describe the basic features and deep learning features used in our system, and compare their contributions. Moreover, we make the word2vec clustering results on Twitter data publicly available for research purpose.
2 System Description
Overview
As shown in Figure 1 , our sentiment analysis system is a two-stage sentiment classifier which consists of a subjective/objective (sub/obj) classifier and a positive/negative (pos/neg) classifier. By using this artitacture, we can design different feature sets for the two classification steps. Notably, the predicted values of pos/neg classifier is employed to help classify tweets to sub/obj classes. We employ the LIB-LINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) with option "-s 1" as our classifier. All the input tweets are normalized by replacing the @ mentions and URLs. Moreover, the elongated words are normalized by shortening them to three contiguous letters.
Basic Features
We briefly describe the basic features used in our system as follows. The features are used in both pos/neg and sub/obj classifiers unless noted otherwise. The features which appear less than two times are pruned to reduce the model size. Word ngrams We use unigrams and bigrams for words.
Character ngrams For each word, character ngrams are extracted. We use four-grams and fivegrams in our system.
Word skip-grams For all the trigrams and fourgrams, one of the words is replaced by * to indicate the presence of non-contiguous words. This feature template is used in sub/obj classification.
Brown cluster ngrams We use Brown clusters 1 to represent words, and extract unigrams and bigrams as features.
POS The presence or absence of part-of-speech tags are used as binary features. We use the CMU ARK Twitter Part-of-Speech Tagger (Owoputi et al., 2013) in our implementation.
Lexicons The NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon 1 http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/clusters/50mpaths2
and Sentiment140 Lexicon 2 are used. These two lexicons are automatically generated by calculating pointwise mutual information (PMI) scores between the words and positive or negative labels (Kiritchenko et al., 2014) . The hashtags and emoticons are used to assign noisy polarity labels for tweets. For both positive and negative lexicons, we extract the following features: (1) the number of occurrences; (2) the maximal PMI score; (3) the score of last term; (4) the total PMI score of terms.
Twitter-specific features The number of hashtags, emoticons, elongated words, and puncuations are used as features.
Deep Learning Features
In order to automatically extract features, we explore using some deep learning techniques in our system. These features and the basic features described in Section 2.2 are used together to learn classifiers.
Word2vec cluster ngrams We use the word2vec tool (Mikolov et al., 2013) to learn 40-dimensional word embeddings from a twitter dataset. Then, we employ K-means algorithm and L2 distance of word vectors to cluster the 255, 657 words to 4960 classes. The clusters are used to represent words. We extract unigrams and bigrams as features, and use them in sub/obj classifier. The word2vec clustering results are publicly available 3 for research purposes. As shown in Table 1 , similar words are clustered into the same clusters. This feature template is used in sub/obj classification.
CNN predicted distribution The convolutional neural networks (dos Santos, 2014) are used to predict the probabilities of three sentiment classes, and the predicted distribution is used as a threedimension feature template. As illustrated in Figure 2 , we use the network architecture proposed by Collobert et al. (2011) . The dimension of word vectors is 50, and the window size is 5. Then the concatenated word vectors are fed into a convolutional layer. The vector representation of a sentence is obtained by a max pooling layer, and is used to predict the probabilities of three classes by the softmax layer. We employ stochastic gradient descent to minimize the cross-entropy loss. In order to pre-Cluster Words 4493 good, hope, great, nice, lovely, special, gr8, enjoying, goood, enjoyed, fabulous, magical, beaut, fab, g8, spectacular, pleasant, spoilt, swell, brill, greaaat, amazin, terrific, kickass, gr9, grrreat, greatt, fabbb, lush, marvellous, frantastic, greeeat, amzing, badasss, greaat, beauitful, pawsome 2123 love, miss, luv, loveee, looove, luh, lovee, misss, ilove, luvvv, lub, wuv, luhhh, luhh, imiss, thnk, loove, loooveee, iove, luuuv, luvv, lovvve, looovvveee, luff, mish, lobe, lovveee, wuvvv, lurv, mith, lovve, love/miss, luuuvvv, lubb, lurve vent overfitting, a L2-norm constraint for the column vectors of weight matrices is used. The backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986 ) is employed to compute the gradients for parameters. The word vectors provided by Tang et al. (2014) are used for initialization. Sentiment-specific embedding Tang et al. (2014) improve the word2vec model to learn sentimentspecific word embeddings from tweets annotated by emoticons. We use element-wise max, min, and avg operations for the word vectors to extract features.
Polarity Boosting Trick
Predicted scores indicate the confidence of classifier. If the pos/neg classifier has a high confidence to classify a tweet to positive or negative, it is less likely that this tweet is objective. Consequently, the absolute value of output of pos/neg classifier is used as a feature in sub/obj classification step, which is called as polarity boosting trick. This method better utilizes the pos/neg training data to help sub/obj step instead of only using the sub/obj training data. Moreover, this approach is based on the fact that classifying pos/neg is much easier than categorizing sub/obj (Pang and Lee, 2008) .
Unlike most of previous work, we perform the pos/neg classification for every message to extract the polarity boosting feature, even if it is classified as an objective message.
Experimental Results
The macro-averaged F1-score of positive and negative classes is used as the evaluation metric (Rosenthal et al., 2015) . Notably, this evaluation metric also takes the neutral class into consideration. We train the model on TRAIN/DEV (7,072/1,120) provided in SemEval-2013. Table 2 , we compare our system with the best results of other teams on six datasets. Our system ranks first on three out of six datasets, namely, Twitter13 (Twt13), Twitter14 (Twt14), and LiveJournal14 (LvJn14). The results indicate that our system performs well for short texts in online social networks. Furthermore, we find that the performance drops for the tweets which are sarcastic. Another model is needed to better address the sarcasm problem in Twitter. In addition, the performance on SMS13 is worse than on Twitter data. This suggests that the mismatch of domains between training data and testing data harms the results.
Overall Results

As shown in
Contribution of Features
We conduct ablation experiments on six testing sets to show effectiveness of features. As presented in Table 3 , the overall conclusion is that both basic features and deep learning features contribute to the performance. In addition, the polarity boosting trick improves the performance.
Specifically, after removing the ngrams features, our system still performs well, and the results on Table 2 : We compare the macro-averaged F1-scores of our system (Spp) with the best results of other teams in SemEval-2015. Our system achieves the highest F1-scores on three out of six datasets.
LvJn14 and Sarc14 become better. Moreover, the automatically learned lexicons play a positive role in our system. We also try some manually annotated lexicons (such as MPQA Lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) , and Bing Liu Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004) ), but the performance drops on the dev data. It illustrates the coverage of lexicons is important for the informal text data. The cluster features are also useful in this task, because the clusters reduce the feature sparsity and have the ability to deal with out-ofvocabulary words. The deep learning significantly improves test results on all the datasets except on the sarcastic tweets. Using the clustering results of word2vec performs better and more stable than directly using the vectors as features. This feature template contributes more than other features on Twitter-15 (Twt15). The CNN predicted probabilities also increase the F1-scores. It is the most useful feature template on Twitter-13 (Twt13) and Twitter-14 (Twt14). Additionally, the sentiment-specific embeddings which is learned on emoticon annotated tweets contributes to the performances. It provides more explicit sentiment information than word2vec vectors.
As shown in Table 2 , the polarity boosting trick also contributes to the performance of our system on all the six datasets.
Conclusions
We describe our message-level sentiment classification system submitted in SemEval-2015. Our system ranks first on three out of six testing sets in the message-level polarity classification task. It employs various basic features and modern deep learning techniques. The deep learning methods help us get rid of feature engineering and improve the results significantly. Furthermore, the polarity boosting trick which is easy to implement is a good way to utilize positive/negative data to improve the subjective/objective classification. There are several interesting directions to further improve the results. First, more recently proposed deep learning models can be used to automatically learn features. Second, we can utilize the noisy data annotated by hashtags or emoticons to learn lexicons of higher quality. Third, making the classifier robust for out-of-domain test data is crucial in practice.
